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ABSTRACT

In this study we investigated the robustness of the methods that account for independent left truncation when applied to competing risks settings with dependent left truncation. We specifically focused on the methods for the proportional cause-specific hazards model and the Fine-Gray model. Simulation experiments showed that these methods are not in general robust against dependent left truncation. The magnitude of the bias was analogous to the strength of the association between left truncation and failure times, the effect of the covariate on the competing cause of failure and the baseline hazard of left truncation time.

1. INTRODUCTION

In many cohort studies with competing endpoints, individuals are recruited after the onset of risks under study. For example, when studying the incidence of AIDS and non-AIDS related death in HIV infected individuals, subjects are recruited at some time after their corresponding infection or seroconversion dates. This phenomenon is known as left
truncation in survival analysis. In such settings, individuals are being observed conditional on the fact that they have survived at least until recruitment. Such a conditioning may induce late entry bias in biomedical research.

Standard nonparametric or semiparametric statistical methods for survival data with a single endpoint, as the Kaplan-Meier estimator and the Cox proportional hazards model, are directly applicable to left-truncated data, under the assumption of independence between left truncation and failure times, provided that risk sets are adjusted properly (Tsai et al., 1987; Lai and Ying, 1991; Andersen et al., 1993; Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 2002). Left truncation in the competing risks setting, can be addressed in the same fashion for the Aalen-Johansen estimator of the cumulative incidence and the semiparametric Cox-type proportional cause-specific hazards model (Andersen et al., 1993; Zhang et al., 2009). However, when the interest lies on directly modeling the cumulative incidence through the popular Fine-Gray model (Fine and Gray, 1999), left truncation cannot be dealt with by simply adjusting the risk sets as in the case of the Cox-type proportional hazards model (Zhang et al., 2011). Recently, extensions of the Fine-Gray model to independent left truncation setting have been considered and addressed (Zhang et al., 2011; Geskus, 2011; Shen, 2011), although, dependence of left truncation time on covariates has only been investigated in (Zhang et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the assumption of independence between left truncation and failure times may not be reasonable in many clinical settings. For example, in natural history HIV studies, enrollment time may be shorter for subjects with acute infection, that is, for subjects with symptoms soon after HIV seroconversion, and it is known that acute infection is associated with higher disease progression rate and shorter time to an AIDS-related death. In such cases, left truncation time (i.e. time to enrollment) may be positively associated with failure time (i.e. time to death). Another example, again from the HIV infection, comes from studies in subjects under combined antiretroviral treatment (cART) aimed at identifying predictors of HIV-related mortality while considering non HIV-related deaths as a competing event. As time from HIV seroconversion to cART initiation is shorter for patients with higher HIV progression rates, and thus they have higher risk of dying from
HIV-related causes, left truncation time (i.e. time to cART initiation) is expected to be positively associated with failure time (i.e. time to death). Additionally, dependent left truncation may be present in studies with transplant registry data. In such studies, centers do not usually collect data for patients who died while waiting for matched donors. Since there is clinical evidence that a longer transplant waiting time is associated with a worse prognosis, left truncation time (i.e. transplantation time) may be associated with survival time. To our knowledge, the issue of dependent left truncation has not been explored in the context of the semiparametric competing risks models. This issue has been addressed in the case of the classical survival analysis with a single endpoint for the Cox proportional hazards model (Matsuura and Eguchi, 2005) and in the competing risks setting by modeling the cause-specific hazard under the assumption of a truncated Weibull distribution for the cause-specific hazard (Anzures-Cabrera and Hutton, 2010).

In this work we investigate the robustness of the methods to account for independent left truncation, when applied to dependently left-truncated competing risks data. Our focus is on the basic semiparametric competing risks models, that is, the proportional cause-specific hazards model and the Fine-Gray model. Specifically, we study the degree and the pattern of the induced bias in the effect estimates as well as the levels of the empirical coverage probabilities, under various scenarios, through extensive simulation experiments. The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we provide some notation and briefly introduce competing risks data, the proportional cause-specific hazards and the Fine-Gray model. In sections 3 and 4 we present simulation studies exploring various scenarios with regard to left truncation under both models. Finally the paper concludes with a discussion in section 5.

2. DATA AND MODELS

Competing risks data are time-to-event data from studies where participants are at risk of more than one mutually exclusive events or causes of failure. For example, in cohort studies focusing on AIDS related mortality in HIV infected individuals, non-AIDS related cause of death act as a competing event (van der Helm et al, 2013). The term competing
risks also includes data where the possible causes of failure are not mutually exclusive but the interest lies in the first occurring event (Putter et al., 2007; Bakoyannis and Touloumi, 2012). An example, again from HIV studies, is the occurrence of either treatment interruption or initiation of a new antiretroviral regimen as the first major chance in combined antiretroviral therapy (Touloumi et al., 2006).

At this point, it is useful to introduce some notation. Let $T$ denote failure time and $C$ the cause of failure. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we consider two causes of failure, with $C = 1$ denoting the cause of interest and $C = 2$ the competing cause of failure. Also, let $W$ and $U$ be the left truncation and right censoring times, respectively. After recruitment in the study, one can only observe $X = \min(T, U)$. Throughout this article, we assume that $T$ is independent of $U$, possibly conditional on some covariate $Z$.

The basic identifiable quantity from competing risks data is the cause-specific hazard, which is defined as

$$\lambda_j(t) = \lim_{h \to 0} \frac{\Pr(t \leq T < t + h, C = j | T \geq t)}{h}, \quad j = 1, 2.$$  

This quantity represents the instantaneous failure rate of a specific cause, in the presence of the competing cause of failure (Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 2002). Another identifiable quantity is the cumulative incidence of a specific cause, in the presence of the competing cause of failure, which is defined as

$$F_j(t) = \Pr(T \leq t, C = j) = \int_0^t \lambda_j(s) \exp \left\{- \int_0^s [\lambda_1(v) + \lambda_2(v)]dv \right\}ds, \quad j = 1, 2.$$  

The cumulative incidence of a specific cause of failure is a function of the cause-specific hazards for all possible causes. Unlike the classical survival setting, where there is a one-to-one relationship between the effect of a covariate on the hazard and on the cumulative incidence, in the context of competing risks a one-to-one relationship does not exist. Consequently, the effect of a covariate may be quite different on the two quantities (Gray, 1988; Putter et al., 2007; Bakoyannis and Touloumi, 2012). In the remaining of this section we briefly present the standard semiparametric models for the cause-specific hazard and the cumulative incidence function.
2.1 Proportional cause-specific hazards model

The most popular method for modeling the cause-specific hazard is the semiparametric Cox proportional hazards model. This model has the form:

$$\lambda_j(t; z) = \lambda_{0j}(t) \exp(z'\beta_j), \quad j = 1, 2,$$

where $\lambda_{0j}(t)$ is a completely unspecified baseline cause-specific hazard function, $z$ represents the vector of covariate values and $\beta_j$ the corresponding effects on the cause-specific hazard of the $j$-th type of failure in the logarithmic scale. Estimation of this model is based, in the absence of tied failure times, on maximizing the partial likelihood (Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 2002):

$$L(\beta_1, \beta_2) = \prod_{j=1}^{2} \prod_{i=1}^{k_j} \frac{\exp(z'_i\beta_j)}{\sum_{l \in R(t_{ji})} \exp(z'_l\beta_j)},$$

where $k_j$ is the total number of failures from cause $j$ and $R(t_{ji})$ the set of individuals at risk (risk set) just before the time of failure of $i$-th individual from the $j$-th cause of failure ($t_{ji}$). Estimation of each $\beta_j$ ($j = 1, 2$) can be achieved by maximizing the $j$-th factor of (2). The analysis can be performed using standard software, by considering individuals with the competing cause of failure as censored observations and fitting the Cox proportional hazards model (Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 2002; Putter et al, 2007; Bakoyannis and Touloumi, 2012). With left-truncated and right-censored data, the model can be fitted by adjusting properly the risk set so that each individual is included only after the time of recruitment in the study (i.e. $R(t_{ji}) = \{ l : w_l < t_{ji} \leq x_l \}$) (Lai and Ying, 1991).

2.2 Fine-Gray model

The standard way to directly model the cumulative incidence is the Fine-Gray model (Fine and Gray, 1999). This model is based on a different type of hazard, the subdistribution hazard, which was first introduced by Gray (Gray, 1988). The subdistribution hazard of the
cause of interest is defined as:

\[
\lambda_{1\text{sub}}(t) = \lim_{h \to 0} \frac{1}{h} \Pr \left[ t \leq T < t + h, C = 1 \mid T \geq t \cup (T \leq t \cap C = 2) \right]
\]

\[
= -d \log[1 - F_1(t)]/dt.
\]

It is clear from (3) that there is a one-to-one correspondence between subdistribution hazard of a specific cause and the corresponding cumulative incidence function. Fine and Gray assumed a proportional hazards model for the subdistribution hazard, of the form:

\[
\lambda_{1\text{sub}}(t; z) = \lambda_{01\text{sub}}(t) \exp(z' \beta_{1\text{sub}}),
\]

with no specification of the positive-valued function \(\lambda_{01\text{sub}}(t)\). In (4), \(z\) represents the vector of covariate values and \(\beta_{1\text{sub}}\) the corresponding effects on the subdistribution hazard of the cause of interest in the logarithmic scale. The cumulative incidence of the cause of interest can be expressed, based on (3) and (4), as:

\[
F_1(t; z) = 1 - \exp \left[ -\exp(z' \beta_{1\text{sub}}) \int_0^t \lambda_{01\text{sub}}(u) du \right].
\]

Fitting the model (4) in randomly right-censored competing risks data requires partial likelihood maximization and inverse probability of censoring weighting (IPCW) (Fine and Gray, 1999; Robins and Rotnitzky, 1992). The time-dependent weight associated with the i-th observation is:

\[
\hat{w}_i(t) = r_i(t) \frac{\hat{G}_C(t)}{\hat{G}_C[\min(t, X_i)]},
\]

where \(r_i(t) = I[\min(T_i, t) \leq U_i]\) and \(\hat{G}_C(t)\) is the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the right censoring distribution \(\Pr(U > t)\). The above weight can be modified, to account for the dependence of the censoring distribution on covariates. This model can be fitted in standard software as Stata and R (e.g. using the \texttt{stcrreg} command in Stata and the function \texttt{crr} of the package \texttt{cmprsk} in R). However, under independent left truncation, the weights \(\hat{w}_i(t)\) require modification to incorporate the left truncation distribution (Zhang et al, 2011; Geskus, 2011). Zhang et al. (Zhang et al, 2011) proposed a modified weight, under the assumption...
of independence between $T$ and $(W,U)$ given $Z$, of the form:

$$\hat{w}_i(t|Z_i) = r_i(t) \frac{\hat{S}[\min(X_i^-, t^-)|Z_i]\hat{b}(t)}{\hat{b}[\min(X_i, t)|Z_i]\hat{S}(t^-)},$$

where $\hat{b} = n^{-1} \sum I(W_i \leq t \leq X_i)$ and $\hat{S}(t)$ the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the overall survival function under independent left truncation. The weight can be modified to allow for the dependence of left truncation and right censoring distributions on some covariates. Geskus (Geskus, 2011) also addressed the issue of independent left truncation (i.e. independence between $T$ and $(W,U)$) by multiplying the left truncation distribution with the original weight used by Fine and Gray (Fine and Gray, 1999):

$$\hat{w}_i(t) = r_i(t) \frac{\hat{G}_C(t)}{\hat{G}_C[\min(t, X_i)]} \frac{\hat{H}(t)}{\hat{H}[\min(t, X_i)]},$$

where $\hat{H}(t)$ is the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the left truncation distribution. The methods to account for independent left truncation in the context of the Fine-Gray model are not readily available in standard software, except from R (Geskus, 2011).

It is important to mention that, in general the proportional cause-specific hazards model and the proportional subdistribution hazards model (i.e. the Fine-Gray model) cannot hold simultaneously (Latouche et al, 2007). In other words, in general the proportionality assumption will be true for one out of the two models at most, for a given cause of failure. However, even under non-proportionality, the effect estimates in both models can be seen as time-averaged log hazard ratios (Latouche et al, 2007; Sruthers and Kalbfleisch, 1986; Grambauer et al, 2010). In practice, the choice between modeling the cause-specific hazard and the cumulative incidence is a matter of clinical relevance. Modelling the cause-specific hazards is more relevant when the interest is focused on identifying predictors or potential causes of a particular disease (Andersen et al, 2012). On the other hand, modelling the cumulative incidence is more suitable in settings where the objective is to evaluate the effect of an intervention in the general population, or to identify factors affecting the disease prognosis, or in quality of life studies (Fine and Gray, 1999; Andersen et al, 2012). The two simulation studies presented in the remaining of this article, assume that either the propor-
tional cause-specific hazards model is true (simulation study 1) or the Fine-Gray model is true (simulation study 2).

3. SIMULATIONS STUDY 1: PROPORTIONAL CAUSE-SPECIFIC HAZARDS MODEL

The robustness of the standard risk set adjustment when applied to dependently left-truncated data, in the context of the proportional cause-specific hazards model, was studied through a series of simulation experiments.

3.1 Data generation and analysis

For simplicity, only two causes of failure were considered with \( C = 1 \) denoting the cause of interest. Covariate \( Z \) was generated assuming either a Bernoulli distribution, with success probability of 0.4, or a standard normal distribution depending on the scenario. The assumed cause-specific hazard for the cause of interest was assumed to be:

\[
\lambda_1(t; z) = 0.75 \exp(\beta_1 z)t^{0.5}.
\]  

The corresponding hazard for the competing cause of failure was:

\[
\lambda_2(t; z) = 0.6 \exp(\beta z)t^{0.5}.
\]  

The overall (i.e. from any cause) hazard function, based on (5) and (6), was:

\[
\lambda(t; z) = 1.5[0.5 \exp(\beta_1 z) + 0.4 \exp(\beta z)]t^{1.5-1}.
\]  

The overall hazard function (7) corresponds to the Weibull distribution with parameters \( \lambda = 0.5 \exp(\beta_1 z) + 0.4 \exp(\beta z) \) and \( \nu = 1.5 \), and so failure time \( T \) was simulated from the corresponding distribution. Cause of failure \( C \) was simulated conditional on \( T \) with probability:

\[
\Pr(C = 1|t, z) = \frac{0.5 \exp(\beta_1 z)}{0.5 \exp(\beta_1 z) + 0.4 \exp(\beta z)}.
\]

In fact \( C \) is independent of \( T \) given \( Z \), since time cancels out in the above ratio. Left truncation time was simulated from:

\[
\Pr(W \leq w|t) = 1 - \exp\{-h_0 \exp[-\theta \log(t)]w\},
\]
with \( t \) denoting the actual failure time. Under this simulation setup, there is a positive association between failure and left truncation times, with the strength of association being proportional to \( \theta \). This is derived from the fact that left truncation time was simulated from the exponential distribution with the hazard being inversely associated with failure time. This setup imitated plausible clinical settings where left truncation is positively associated with failure time, as in the examples from the HIV infection provided in the introduction section. Scenarios with \( \theta = 0 \) correspond to independent left truncation. Censoring time was simulated independently of failure and left truncation times from the exponential distribution with parameter equal to 0.25.

The different scenarios were defined according to: a) the effects \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta \) of the covariate \( Z \) on the cause-specific hazards of the cause of interest \( \lambda_1(t; z) \) and of the competing cause of failure \( \lambda_2(t; z) \), respectively; b) the baseline hazard \( h_0 \) of the left truncation time and c) the dependence of left truncation time on failure time (\( \theta \)). More specifically, we assumed that the effect of the covariate \( Z \) on the cause-specific hazard of interest (\( \beta_1 \)) was moderate or strong (i.e. \( \beta_1 \) equal to 0.5 or 1 in the case where \( Z \) was binary and 0.25 or 0.5 when \( Z \) was continuous). The effect of \( Z \) on \( \lambda_2(t; z) \) ranged from very strong negative to very strong positive (\( \beta \in \{-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1\} \) in scenarios with binary \( Z \) and \( \beta \in \{-0.5, -0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5\} \) in scenarios with continuous \( Z \)). The baseline hazard of left truncation time was assumed to be low (\( h_0 = 1 \)), moderate (\( h_0 = 2 \)) or high (\( h_0 = 3 \)). The lower the baseline hazard of left truncation the longer the entry time. Finally, the left truncation time assumed to be independent (\( \theta = 0 \)), moderately dependent (\( \theta = 0.4 \)) or strongly dependent (\( \theta = 0.8 \)) on failure time. The combination of the above parameter values defined 180 different simulation scenarios.

For each scenario 1,000 datasets were generated, each consisting of 1,000 individuals. A median percent of 71.84% of the 1,000 individuals was finally included in each dataset; the rest of the individuals were excluded as their failure or censoring time was smaller than their corresponding entry time [i.e. \( \min(T, U) \leq W \)]. The proportional cause-specific hazards model for the endpoint of interest was fitted to each dataset to estimate \( \beta_1 \), with the standard
risk set adjustment to account for left truncation. The assessment of the bias in the effect estimates after applying this approach was based on the relative bias \[ 100 \times (\hat{\beta}_1 - \beta_1)/\beta_1 \], whereas the corresponding overall accuracy, incorporating both bias and variance, and the coverage of the 95% confidence interval were evaluated through the mean squared error (MSE) and the empirical coverage probability (ECP), respectively (Burton et al, 2006). MSE was defined as \((\hat{\beta}_1 - \beta_1)^2 + [SE(\hat{\beta}_1)]^2\), where SE(\(\hat{\beta}_1\)) is the empirical standard deviation of the estimates from all the simulations within each scenario, and the ECP as the proportion of datasets in which the interval \(\hat{\beta}_1 \pm 1.96\sqrt{\text{Var}(\hat{\beta}_1)}\) included the true effect (\(\beta_1\)).

3.2 Results

Results from simulation experiments are presented in Figures 1-4. Each Figure depicts the percent of bias in the effect estimate as well as the associated MSE and ECP, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time (\(h_0\)), the association between left truncation and failure times (\(\theta\)) and the effect of the covariate \(Z\) on the hazard of the competing cause of failure [\(\lambda_2(t; z)\)]. Simulation results when the covariate of interest is a binary variable \([Z \sim B(0.4)]\) with a moderate effect on the cause-specific hazard of interest \(\lambda_1(t; z)\) (that is \(\beta_1 = 0.5\)) are presented in Figure 1. The first row of this Figure corresponds to a high baseline hazard of left truncation (\(h_0 = 3\)), which implies relatively short entry times. The median percent of individuals included in the analyses under these scenarios was 82.43%. As expected, in the case where left truncation was independent of failure time (\(\theta = 0\); light grey lines), there was no bias in the effect estimate of interest and the corresponding ECP were at the nominal level (range of relative bias: 0.43% to 1.00%; range of ECP: 0.942 to 0.950). In the scenarios with moderate level of dependence of left truncation on failure time (\(\theta = 0.4\), grey lines), there were low levels of bias ranging from -9.30% to -0.37%. The corresponding figures for MSE and ECP were 0.009 to 0.017 and 0.932 to 0.951, respectively. The absolute levels of bias were higher and the corresponding ECP lower when the effect \(\beta\) of the covariate on the cause-specific hazard of the competing cause of failure [\(\lambda_2(t|z)\)] was higher. When the association between left truncation and failure times was more pronounced (\(\theta = 0.8\), black
lines) the degree of bias was higher and the ECP lower, ranging from -20.56% to -1.56% and from 0.852 to 0.954, respectively. The consequences of late entry in those scenarios were more striking when the effect of \( Z \) on the occurrence of the competing cause of failure was higher.

The second and third row of Figure 1 correspond to medium (\( h_0 = 2 \)) and low (\( h_0 = 1 \)) baseline hazard of the left truncation time, respectively. The median percent of individuals included in the analyses in the scenarios with medium and low baseline hazard of entry time were 71.95% and 50.33%, respectively. In both cases, across the various scenarios (i.e. ranging the values of \( \theta \) and \( \beta \)), the results regarding percent of bias, MSE and ECP for the estimator of interest \( \hat{\beta}_1 \) showed similar patterns as in the case of a high baseline hazard of left truncation time. However, as expected, as lower the baseline hazard of left truncation, that is, the longer the entry times, the larger the percents of bias and the higher the MSE. Overall, the percent of bias ranged from -25.37% to 0.31% and from -30.66% to 1.27%, in the case of medium and low baseline hazard of left truncation time, respectively. The corresponding figures for MSE ranged from 0.009 to 0.030 and from 0.013 to 0.044, and for the ECP from 0.803 to 0.952 and from 0.812 to 0.955.

Simulation results when the covariate of interest \( Z \) is again binary, but its effect on the cause-specific hazard of interest \( \lambda_1(t; z) \) is stronger (\( \beta_1 = 1 \)) are presented in Figure 2. In this case, dependent left truncation had less striking effects on relative bias but more pronounced effects on MSE and empirical coverage probability, due to the higher absolute bias in the estimate \( \hat{\beta}_1 \) when \( \beta_1 = 1 \). In those settings, relative bias ranged from -20.2% to -2.65%, MSE from 0.010 to 0.060 and ECP from 0.680 to 0.944. The pattern of relative bias, MSE and ECP remained similar, with regard to \( \beta \) and \( \theta \).

In general, patterns for the three measures of performance were similar when considering a continuous covariate \([Z \sim N(0,1); \text{Figures 3-4}]\). However, biases were lower in absolute value and empirical coverage probabilities closer to the nominal level. Specifically, when the effect of \( Z \) on \( \lambda_1(t; z) \) was moderate (\( \beta_1 = 0.25 \)), bias ranged from -28.57% to 1.72%, MSE from 0.009 to 0.024 and ECP from 0.913 to 0.961. The corresponding figures when the
effect of $Z$ was strong ($\beta_1 = 0.5$) were -19.45% to 1.27%, 0.009 to 0.026 and 0.880 to 0.955, respectively.

4. SIMULATIONS STUDY 2: FINE-GRAY MODEL

The robustness of the proper weighting method to account for both independent right censoring and left truncation in the Fine-Gray model (Geskus, 2011) under dependently left-truncated competing risks data, was studied through a series of simulation experiments.

4.1 Data generation and analysis

Data were generated in a similar way as in the Fine and Gray paper (Fine and Gray, 1999). The assumed cumulative incidence of the event of interest was:

$$F_1(t; z) = 1 - \left[ \frac{1 + \exp(-t)}{2} \right]^{\exp(z\beta_{1^{ub}})}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The corresponding subdistribution hazard of the event of interest, under the above cumulative incidence function, was:

$$\lambda_{1^{ub}}(t; z) = \lambda_{01^{ub}}(t) \exp(z\beta_{1^{ub}}),$$

where $\lambda_{01^{ub}}(t) = \exp(-t) /[1 + \exp(-t)]$. The cause of failure, based on (8), was simulated from:

$$\Pr(C = 1|z) = 1 - 0.5^{\exp(z\beta_{1^{ub}})}.$$  

Conditional on the cause of failure ($C$), failure time ($T$) was simulated from

$$\Pr(T \leq t|C = 1, z) = \frac{1 - \left[ \frac{1 + \exp(-t)}{2} \right]^{\exp(z\beta_{1^{ub}})}}{1 - 0.5^{\exp(z\beta_{1^{ub}})}}$$

$$\Pr(T \leq t|C = 2, z) = 1 - \exp[-\exp(z\beta)t].$$

Left truncation time was simulated from:

$$\Pr(W \leq w|t) = 1 - \exp\{-h_0 \exp[-\theta \log(t)]w\},$$
with \( t \) denoting the actual failure time. Censoring time was simulated independently of failure and left truncation times from the exponential distribution with parameter equal to 0.25.

The different scenarios were defined as in Section 3.1 (i.e. \( \beta_{1}^{\text{sub}} \in \{0.5, 1\} \) or \( \in \{0.25, 0.5\} \) and \( \beta \in \{-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1\} \) or \( \in \{-0.5, -0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5\} \) in scenarios with binary or continuous \( Z \), respectively; \( h_0 \in \{1, 2, 3\}; \theta \in \{0, 0.4, 0.8\} \)), resulting again in 180 different simulation scenarios. For each scenario 1,000 datasets were generated, each consisting of 1,000 individuals. A median percent of 66.76% of the 1,000 individuals was finally included in each dataset. The Fine-Gray model for the endpoint of interest was fitted to each dataset to estimate \( \beta_{1}^{\text{sub}} \), using the weighting approach for independently left-truncated competing risks data proposed by Geskus (Geskus, 2011).

4.2 Results

Results from simulation experiments are presented in Figures 5-8. Each Figure depicts the percent of bias in the effect estimate as well as the associated MSE and ECP, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time \( (h_0) \), the association between left truncation and failure times and the effect of the covariate \( Z \) on \( \Pr(T \leq t | C = 2, z) \) (\( \beta \)). Simulation results when the covariate of interest is a binary variable \( [Z \sim B(0.4)] \) with a moderate effect on the subdistribution hazard of the cause of interest \( \lambda_{1}^{\text{sub}}(t; z) \) (that is \( \beta_{1}^{\text{sub}} = 0.5 \)) are presented in Figure 5. The first row of this Figure corresponds to a high baseline hazard of left truncation \( (h_0 = 3) \), which implies relatively short entry times. The median percent of individuals included in the analyses under these scenarios was 77.61%. As expected, in the case where left truncation was independent of failure time \( (\theta = 0; \text{light grey lines}) \), there was no bias in the effect estimate of interest and the corresponding ECP were close to the nominal level (range of relative bias: -0.05% to 1.14%; range of ECP: 0.930 to 0.949). However, in the scenarios with moderate level of dependence of the left truncation on the failure time \( (\theta = 0.4, \text{grey lines}) \), estimates were in general biased (range of relative bias: -33.11% to 36.68%). The corresponding figures for MSE and ECP were 0.046 to 0.088 and 0.720 to 0.939,
respectively. The low ECP were not only due to the bias in the effect estimate but also due to the serious underestimation of the standard error (SE) of $\hat{\beta}_{1\text{sub}}$ (range of bias in SE estimate: -23.22% to -21.09%). The absolute levels of bias were higher and the corresponding ECP lower when the absolute effect $\beta$ of the covariate on $\text{Pr}(T \leq t | C = 2, z)$ was higher. When the dependence between left truncation and failure times was more pronounced ($\theta = 0.8$, black lines) the degree of bias was higher and the ECP lower, ranging from -61.38% to -79.35% and from 0.316 to 0.888, respectively. Moreover, bias in the SE estimate ranged from -41.43% to -32.94%. The consequences of late entry in those scenarios were more striking when the absolute effect of $Z$ on $\text{Pr}(T \leq t | C = 2, z)$ was stronger.

The second and third row of Figure 5 correspond to medium ($h_0 = 2$) and low ($h_0 = 1$) baseline hazard of left truncation time, respectively. The median percent of individuals included in the analyses in the scenarios with medium and low baseline hazard of entry time were 67.25% and 46.97%, respectively. In both cases, across the various scenarios (i.e. ranging the values of $\theta$ and $\beta$), the results regarding percent of bias, MSE and ECP for the estimator of interest $\hat{\beta}_{1\text{sub}}$ showed similar patterns as in the case of high baseline hazard of the left truncation time. However, as expected, as lower the baseline hazard of left truncation, that is, the longer the entry times, the larger the percents of bias and the higher the MSE, although levels of the ECP were similar. Overall, the percent of bias ranged from -72.67% to 87.24% and from -77.81% to 97.76%, in the case of medium and low baseline hazard of left truncation time, respectively. The corresponding figures for MSE ranged from 0.021 to 0.349 and from 0.037 to 0.503, and for the ECP from 0.320 to 0.942 and from 0.342 to 0.939.

Simulation results when the covariate of interest $Z$ is again binary, but its effect on the subdistribution hazard of the cause of interest $\lambda_{1\text{sub}}(t; z)$ was stronger ($\beta_{1\text{sub}} = 1$) are presented in Figure 6. In this case, dependent left truncation had less striking effects on relative bias but more pronounced effects on MSE, due to the higher variability of the estimator (SE estimates not shown), and on ECP, due to the greater underestimation of the SE of the estimate $\hat{\beta}_{1\text{sub}}$ (range of bias in SE estimate: -54.00% to -16.82%). In those settings, relative bias ranged from -15.07% to 47.33%, MSE from 0.041 to 0.546 and ECP from 0.285 to 0.939.
The pattern of relative bias, MSE and ECP remained similar, with regard to $\beta$ and $\theta$.

In general, patterns for the three measures of performance were similar when considering a continuous covariate [$Z \sim N(0, 1)$; Figures 7-8]. However, biases were somewhat higher in absolute value and ECP lower. Specifically, when the effect of $Z$ on $\lambda_1(t; z)$ was moderate ($\beta_1^{sub} = 0.25$), bias ranged from -79.05% to 108.93%, MSE from 0.005 to 0.138 and empirical coverage probability from 0.234 to 0.963. The corresponding figures for the case where $\beta_1^{sub} = 0.5$ were -24.10% to 54.61%, 0.006 to 0.152 and 0.179 to 0.955, respectively.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work we investigated the performance of the basic methods to account for independent left truncation in the basic semiparametric competing risks models (Lai and Ying, 1991; Geskus, 2011), when applied to left-truncated competing risks data. The models that were considered were the proportional cause-specific hazards model and the Fine-Gray model for the cumulative incidence function. As expected, the basic methods to account for left truncation were found to be valid when left truncation time is independent of the corresponding failure time. In contrast, we have shown through extensive simulation experiments that this approach is not robust in both models when the independence assumption is violated. More specifically, under dependence of the left truncation on failure time, the basic methods to account for left truncation resulted in biased effect estimates and lower than the nominal level empirical coverage probabilities. The degree of bias and coverage probability reduction were more pronounced when the association between left truncation and failure times was stronger. Moreover, lower hazard of the left truncation time (i.e. longer entry times) was associated with more pronounced bias and lower empirical coverage probability levels. Also, given the rest parameters, the degree of bias in the effect estimate and the level of empirical coverage probability depended on the effect of the covariate under study on the competing risk. This may be partially explained by the fact that if a covariate affects the occurrence of the competing risk, it also influences the marginal distribution of the failure time and consequently the probability of not observing an eligible individual. The effects of dependent left truncation were found to be more pronounced in the context of the Fine-Gray
model compared to the cause-specific hazards models, with regard to both bias in the effect estimate and coverage of the corresponding 95% confidence interval. Additionally, standard error estimates in this model were seriously underestimated under dependent left truncation.

The more pronounced effects of dependent left truncation on the Fine-Gray model compared to the cause-specific hazards models, could be, at least partially, explained by the fact that dependent left truncation should not only be taken into account in the subdistribution hazard and the corresponding partial likelihood, but also in the weights used in the Fine-Gray model. Indeed, in the independent left truncation setting, the proposed estimation methods for the Fine-Gray model incorporate adjustments in both the risk sets and the weights (Geskus, 2011; Zhang et al, 2011).

Our work highlights the importance to consider the validity of the basic assumption of independent left truncation when modeling competing risks data with delayed entry through semiparametric models. In the special case where the dependence between failure and left truncation time is attributed to a set of common and measured predictors, it is possible to take those predictors into account, both in the model and in the weights, to achieve conditional independence between entry and event times. However, the measured predictors may not be sufficient to achieve that conditional independence. As in the classical survival setting (Martin and Betensky, 2005), it is possible to test for quasi-independence (i.e. independence in the observable region of the joint distribution of $T$ and $W$; $T > W$) between failure and left truncation time based on non- or semi-parametric methodology, but not for full independence (over the whole support of the joint distribution of $T$ and $W$). Nevertheless, situation is more complicated in the competing risks setting as cause of failure should additionally be taken into account. Further research is needed to develop appropriate tests for quasi-independence, both overall and conditional on a set of covariates, in the competing risks framework. Moreover, the need for the development of proper semiparametric methods to explicitly adjust for dependent left truncation remains crucial since this complication is frequent in biomedical research.
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Figure 1. Simulation results regarding relative bias (%), mean squared error (MSE) and empirical coverage probability (ECP) for the estimator of the effect of covariate Z on the cause-specific hazard of interest, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time ($h_0$), the association between left truncation and failure times ($\theta$) and the effect of the covariate Z on the cause-specific hazard of the competing cause of failure $\lambda_2(t;z)$ ($\beta$). Light grey, grey and black lines correspond to independent ($\theta=0$), moderately dependent ($\theta=0.4$) and strong dependent ($\theta=0.8$) left truncation on failure time, respectively. Results under a binary covariate $Z \sim B(0.4)$ with a moderate effect ($\beta_i=0.5$).
Figure 2. Simulation results regarding relative bias (%), mean squared error (MSE) and empirical coverage probability (ECP) for the estimator of the effect of covariate Z on the cause-specific hazard of interest, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time ($h_0$), the association between left truncation and failure times ($\theta$) and the effect of the covariate Z on the cause-specific hazard of the competing cause of failure $\lambda_2(t;z)$ ($\beta$). Light grey, grey and black lines correspond to independent ($\theta=0$), moderately dependent ($\theta=0.4$) and strong dependent ($\theta=0.8$) left truncation on failure time, respectively. Results under a binary covariate $[Z \sim B(0.4)]$ with a strong effect ($\beta_1 = 1$).
Figure 3. Simulation results regarding relative bias (%), mean squared error (MSE) and empirical coverage probability (ECP) for the estimator of the effect of covariate Z on the cause-specific hazard of interest, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time ($h_0$), the association between left truncation and failure times ($\theta$) and the effect of the covariate Z on the cause-specific hazard of the competing cause of failure $\lambda_2(t;z)$ ($\beta$). Light grey, grey and black lines correspond to independent ($\theta=0$), moderately dependent ($\theta=0.4$) and strong dependent ($\theta=0.8$) left truncation on failure time, respectively. Results under a continuous covariate $[Z \sim N(0,1)]$ with a moderate effect ($\beta_1=0.25$).
Figure 4. Simulation results regarding relative bias (%), mean squared error (MSE) and empirical coverage probability (ECP) for the estimator of the effect of covariate Z on the cause-specific hazard of interest, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time \( h_0 \), the association between left truncation and failure times \( \theta \) and the effect of the covariate Z on the cause-specific hazard of the competing cause of failure \( \lambda_2(t;z) \) \( \beta \). Light grey, grey and black lines correspond to independent \( (\theta=0) \), moderately dependent \( (\theta=0.4) \) and strong dependent \( (\theta=0.8) \) left truncation on failure time, respectively. Results under a continuous covariate \( Z \sim N(0,1) \) with a strong effect \( \beta_1=0.5 \).
Figure 5. Simulation results regarding relative bias (%), mean squared error (MSE) and empirical coverage probability (ECP) for the estimator of the effect of covariate Z on the subdistribution hazard of interest, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time ($h_0$), the association between left truncation and failure times ($\theta$) and the effect of the covariate Z on $\Pr(T<t|C=2,z)$ ($\beta$). Light grey, grey and black lines correspond to independent ($\theta=0$), moderately dependent ($\theta=0.4$) and strong dependent ($\theta=0.8$) left truncation on failure time, respectively. Results under a binary covariate [Z~B(0.4)] with a moderate effect ($\beta_{sub}=0.5$).
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Figure 6. Simulation results regarding relative bias (%), mean squared error (MSE) and empirical coverage probability (ECP) for the estimator of the effect of covariate Z on the subdistribution hazard of interest, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time ($h_0$), the association between left truncation and failure times ($\theta$) and the effect of the covariate Z on $\Pr(T<t|C=2,z)$ ($\beta$). Light grey, grey and black lines correspond to independent ($\theta=0$), moderately dependent ($\theta=0.4$) and strong dependent ($\theta=0.8$) left truncation on failure time, respectively. Results under a binary covariate $[Z\sim B(0.4)]$ with a strong effect ($\beta_{\text{sub}}=1$).
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Figure 7. Simulation results regarding relative bias (%), mean squared error (MSE) and empirical coverage probability (ECP) for the estimator of the effect of covariate Z on the subdistribution hazard of interest, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time ($h_0$), the association between left truncation and failure times ($\theta$) and the effect of the covariate Z on $\text{Pr}(T<t|C=2,z)$ ($\beta$). Light grey, grey and black lines correspond to independent ($\theta=0$), moderately dependent ($\theta=0.4$) and strong dependent ($\theta=0.8$) left truncation on failure time, respectively. Results under a continuous covariate $[Z \sim N(0,1)]$ with a moderate effect ($\beta_{\text{sub}}=0.25$).
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Figure 8. Simulation results regarding relative bias (%), mean squared error (MSE) and empirical coverage probability (ECP) for the estimator of the effect of covariate Z on the subdistribution hazard of interest, according to the baseline hazard of left truncation time ($h_0$), the association between left truncation and failure times ($\theta$) and the effect of the covariate Z on $\Pr(T<t|C=2,z)$ ($\beta$). Light grey, grey and black lines correspond to independent ($\theta=0$), moderately dependent ($\theta=0.4$) and strong dependent ($\theta=0.8$) left truncation on failure time, respectively. Results under a continuous covariate [Z$\sim$N(0,1)] with a strong effect ($\beta_{\text{sub}}=0.5$).
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